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QUESTION 1

For AWS CloudFormation, which is true? 

A. Custom resources using SNS have a default timeout of 3 minutes. 

B. Custom resources using SNS do not need a ServiceToken property. 

C. Custom resources using Lambda and Code.ZipFile allow inline nodejs resource composition. 

D. Custom resources using Lambda do not need a ServiceTokenproperty 

Correct Answer: C 

Code is a property of the AWS::Lambda::Function resource that enables to you specify the source code of an AWS
Lambda (Lambda) function. You can point to a file in an Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) bucket or specify
your source code as inline text (for nodejs runtime environments only). 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/template-customresources.html 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the main difference between calling the commands `ansible\\' and `ansible-playbook\\' on the command line? 

A. `ansible\\' is for setting configuration and environment variables which `ansible-playbook\\' will use when running
plays. 

B. `ansible-playbook\\' is for running entire Playbooks while `ansible\\' is for calling ad-hoc commands. 

C. `ansible-playbook\\' runs the playbooks by using the `ansible\\' command to run the individual plays 

D. `ansible\\' is for running individual plays and `ansible-playbook\\' is for running the entire playbook. 

Correct Answer: B 

The `ansible\\' command is for running Ansible ad-hoc commands remotely via SSH. `ansibleplaybook\\' is for running
Ansible Playbook projects. 

Reference: http://docs.ansible.com/ansible/intro_adhoc.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A DevOps engineer used an AWS CloudFormation custom resource to set up AD Connector. The AWS Lambda
function executed and created AD Connector, but CloudFormation is not transitioning from CREATE_IN_PROGRESS to
CREATE_COMPLETE. 

Which action should the engineer take to resolve this issue? 

A. Ensure the Lambda function code has exited successfully. 

B. Ensure the Lambda function code returns a response to the pre-signed URL. 
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C. Ensure the Lambda function IAM role has cloudformation:UpdateStack permissions for the stack ARN. 

D. Ensure the Lambda function IAM role has ds:ConnectDirectory permissions for the AWS account. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An ecommerce company is running an application on AWS. The company wants to create a standby disaster recovery
solution in an additional Region that keeps the current application code. The application runs on Amazon EC2 instances
behind an Application Load Balancer (ALB). The instances run in an EC2 Auto Scaling group across multiple Availability
Zones. The database layer is hosted on an Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance. Amazon Route 53 DNS records
point to the ALB. 

Which combination of actions will meet these requirements with the LOWEST cost? (Choose three.) 

A. Configure a failover routing policy for the application DNS entry. 

B. Configure a geolocation routing policy for the application DNS entry. 

C. Create a cross-Region RDS read replica in the new standby Region. 

D. Migrate the database layer to Amazon DynamoDB and enable global replication to the new standby Region. 

E. Provision the ALB and Auto Scaling group in the new standby Region and set the desired capacity to match the
active Region. 

F. Provision the ALB and Auto Scaling group in the new standby Region and set the desired capacity to 1. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

A company requires its internal business teams to launch resources through pre-approved AWS CloudFormation
templates only. The security team requires automated monitoring when resources drift from their expected state. 

Which strategy should be used to meet these requirements? 

A. Allow users to deploy CloudFormation stacks using a CloudFormation service role only. Use CloudFormation drift
detection to detect when resources have drifted from their expected state. 

B. Allow users to deploy CloudFormation stacks using a CloudFormation service role only. Use AWS Config rules to
detect when resources have drifted from their expected state. 

C. Allow users to deploy CloudFormation stacks using AWS Service Catalog only. Enforce the use of a launch
constraint. Use AWS Config rules to detect when resources have drifted from their expected state. 

D. Allow users to deploy CloudFormation stacks using AWS Service Catalog only. Enforce the use of a template
constraint. Use Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) notifications to detect when resources have drifted
from their expected state. 

Correct Answer: A 
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Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/using-cfn-stack-drift.html 
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